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TIME TO STRIP 
 
June 21, 2022 
6:35 p.m. 
 
YAHWEH IS LEADING: 
 
Servant, it is now time to strip you but in a spiritual way. The fleshly outside will be 
stripped. You must weigh 110 for photo day. How far away is that? Fried foods give her 
acid reflux. That’s why I gave her that burger to know if that was the root cause.  
 
Seersgate, this weight is what hides you. To lose the old way is to reveal the new way. 
While the old way is being removed, the new way will be pushed into natural ways. As I 
shift you, the surging will go out stronger. I will reshape you. No one will be able to see 
how you were. It’s powerful.  
 
The curses will take them into great natural pain. That is the surging way through the 
mantle. You have nothing to do with how We turn you. You gave Me free reign to turn 
you however you will. You said, “Make me into a seersgate.” I would only be able to know 
what is needed at that level of turning. And so, one day to get details synced. And then, 
prepare to enter a very hard training in world-level rejection.  
 
But there will be a great following. They will see you are a unknown way, not like those 
who claim to be servants. That means you will not be predictable. You really will drink a 
great work within six months. People will look at you and then look away. Others will just 
stare. Some will stare at a distance or out the corner of their eye to avoid seeming rude.  
 
But servant, there will be one trait that is undeniable: great surgings. So, when you work 
with others, you must work through others. That means that they will not get to talk with 
you. They will go through your workers.  
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That is not what your critics will struggle with. The words you hear from Yahweh will be 
from a real Person. Can you imagine it? Your God will seem…real. Yes, I told you to pause 
in that sentence. I do not talk like how the ministers deal with. Your God will seem real. 
And that’s because Yahweh really deals with you. It’s hard to fake this. It’s hard to fake 
a real natural person when they talk with you. But imagine Yahweh. Should Yahweh 
reveal His full glory in every daily engagement? 


